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The Truth About Airside Economizers
The trick to reaping huge benefits from your economizer is making
sure it works, because there’s a very good chance it doesn’t

MSC received a call from a building
owner who had concerns about a re‐
heat hot water system. The system,
which was set to maintain 160°F with
a steam-to-hot water heat exchanger,
was slowly losing temperature over
time. When the controls checked out
OK, our service tech opened up the
heat exchanger and found significant
calcium buildup. After a thorough
cleaning, we recommended water
hardness testing and treatment to
avoid future problems.

T

he airside economizer is a mechanical device that draws in fresh
outside air when temperatures are cool enough, enabling building
owners to take advantage of free cooling and improve indoor air
quality. Economizers are extremely effec�ve in reducing energy costs,
o�en to the tune of hundreds or even thousands of dollars a month, and
are required by code in most commercial buildings.
The problem is, however, that most economizers don’t func�on properly, and many simply don’t work at all. Furthermore, when economizers aren’t working right, most building operators don’t even know it.

A new PM customer asked MSC to
look into ceiling tile water stains in the
conference room. Building staff had
been unable to tell whether there was
a roof leak or an exhaust duct was
sweating. Our technician found the
uninsulated duct to be dry to the
touch, but using a psychrometric
chart, he was able to determine that
the duct would reach dewpoint on hot,
humid days, causing condensation to
drip onto the ceiling. Duct insulation
and new tiles solved the problem.

Before we go into the reasons why this is o�en the case, it’s important
to first understand what these devices are and the basics of how they
work. The airside economizer is an automa�cally-monitored and -controlled system of outdoor air and return air dampers that’s integrated
into a building’s air handling system. These dampers deliver measured
amounts of outside air based on outdoor temperature and humidity to
help meet the building’s cooling load. When condi�ons are right, economizers eliminate the need for mechanical cooling altogether.
Some of the biggest reasons why things go wrong with economizers are
poor design and/or installa�on. Common design problems include improper sensor type, poor sensor placement, return damper oversizing,
and inadequate pressure relief, just to name a few, and these issues are
especially prevalent in systems that were never properly commissioned.
Compounding this is the fact that many of the mechanics who install
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economizers have li�le idea of how
they actually work, which is why
proper commissioning is so very crucial. Some�mes, they don’t bother to connect the economizer at all, and it sits idle for years. MSC has run
across so many non-func�onal units in our travels that it rarely even comes as a surprise.
So how is a building owner to know whether their airside economizer is func�oning properly, if at all?
Through proper preven�ve maintenance – which brings us to the other main reason why these devices
o�en don’t work. Even in buildings that have a maintenance program in place for their air handling system,
economizers are frequently overlooked, misunderstood, or both. Without proper PM, sensors dri� out of
calibra�on, dampers get stuck, linkages break, seals fail, and actuators stop working properly. On the controls side, there may be problems with sequences and se�ngs that can seriously reduce system efficiency.
S�ll another common problem is that facili�es personnel will frequently disable economizers to remedy unrelated HVAC problems because they don’t understand what they are and how they work, and building owners o�en�mes are none the wiser.
MSC is expert in economizer system design, service, diagnos�cs, commissioning, and retro-commissioning,
and detailed economizer maintenance is included in all of our PM programs. For more informa�on, please
contact us at (973) 884-5000.

Get Ready for Heating Season

CASE STUDY: Tripping Freeze Stats

As summer turns to autumn and we make the transi�on from cooling to hea�ng, now is the �me to
make sure your economizer is working properly. It’s
also important to perform maintenance on all of
your systems, and make sure your PM program goes
well beyond changing filters and belts. We recommend inspec�ng heat exchangers, balancing hydronic systems, checking heat pump systems, and
checking hea�ng controls. If you’ve been considering retro-commissioning your building systems, the
fall season is the ideal �me to do it.

Click the image to view our detailed report on persistent
freeze stat problems at a long-term care facility

MSC Breathes Life Back into Long-Dormant Lab Facility
MSC was recently involved in bringing a mothballed
laboratory facility back online a�er an extended vacancy. The four-story, mul�-space 150,000 sq. �. facility had been unused for nearly five years, and during this �me the building had received li�le-to-no
preven�ve maintenance other than an occasional
check to make sure the heat was s�ll on.
Needless to say, many of the building systems were
in poor condi�on and would require intensive work
to return them to working order, but with the s�pula�on that it be done as cost-effec�vely as possible.
We were to repair and replace only what was necessary to get the building back up and running. A�er
thoroughly assessing all equipment and systems as a
whole, we developed a detailed three-pronged approach.
Step one was to get all the u�li�es and equipment
up and running a�er implemen�ng lockout/tagout and confined space safety measures. Hydronic systems
were drained and flushed, strainers were cleaned, and all air handler filters were replaced. Air compressors
underwent complete PM, and several shell-and-tube heat exchangers received a thorough cleaning. Two electrical breakers, four starters, and two VFDs were found to be inoperable and required replacement, and bearings of different sizes were replaced on several pumps and fans as well. We were able to have two condenser
water pumps, a 60 HP motor, and a 40 HP AHU motor rebuilt. The cooling towers, as you can see from the photos above and le�, were in a
severe state of disrepair and needed a thorough cleaning. The sump
had to be rebuilt and leaking basins were repaired and recoated with
epoxy.
Once all u�li�es were up and running, we began the second prong of
the project: iden�fying hea�ng and cooling issues. This included replacement of six bad RH control valves, a chilled water control valve, a
DPT, and several temperature and pressure transmi�ers. The last step
was system commissioning. More than a dozen data loggers were
placed throughout the facility in carefully-selected areas to track
around-the-clock system performance. As a result, we made significant airflow adjustments and brought in a third party for laboratory
hood and flow sensor repairs. Because there were no drawings or sequence of opera�on available, our technicians had to go into the BAS so�ware to read the sequence and found several items needing improvement.
Finally, we compiled a �ered list of repairs and replacements categorized as “very important”, “somewhat important”, and “nice to have” to help the client develop short-term and long-term budget plans. New tenants
are now moving into the building and MSC has been engaged to perform all future preven�ve maintenance.

